Kornyk Computer Solutions
International, Inc.
SIMMS2Go enables you to work un-tethered from your desk, using any device such as
your iPad, tablet PC, or data collector.
SIMMS2Go Pricing
2015 Discounted Package Price: $5,500.00 $2,500.00
Now for a limited time, you can take advantage of the discounted package pricing for
SIMMS2Go
SIMMS2Go Feature List
Work Anywhere
Goodbye desk, and hello freedom. With SIMMS2Go, you have the freedom to connect to
your important data remotely and all you need is a web browser and Wi/Fi access to your
network.
Online Sales
Un-tether yourself from your office and create modern and professional quotes, invoices
or sales orders from anyplace. You can generate final (or interim) invoices from active
projects, invoice sales orders, receive payment faster, or consign items with a single
keystroke.
Core Returns / RMA & Inspection
Customer Management
If you sell transmissions, motor rebuilds,
deal with medical equipment sales for
example this module is a must have.
This unique module allows you to indicate
what items you expect a core (old defective
item the new item is replacing) for after
selling the part, once sold the system
automatically sends out email alerts to the
customer and user based on pre-defined
email templates and trigger days warning
the customer that the core is still expected.
When the Core is returned, you can indicate
if the core requires inspection and run it
through an easy to use fix and repair
module empowering you to fix the item and
put back in stock or destroy it.

A single easy-to-understand window lets
see your entire customer’s history, their
balances & credits on file, documents
attached to their sales transactions, and of
course you can manage and schedule tasks,
activities and meetings for your customer
as well. Customer management was always
supposed to be this easy.

Document Management

Item Consignment

Attach important images, photos and
documents to your sales transactions with
speed for future reference and never forget

Use SIMMS2Go to consign items to your
customers. Apply sales deadlines and never
worry about forgetting what your
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a detail of any sale ever again – finally,
there’s a sales process with document
management built right in.

customers have in consignment or when
they next owe you for the items because it’s
all being tracked for you. SIMMS2Go also
sends automatic invoices to your customers
for items that have not been reported sold
or haven’t been returned at deadline time.

Multi Currency

Recurring Invoices
(Coming soon)
Say you have a client who pays the same
amount every month – create that invoice,
set how often it recurs, and ZOOM, out it
goes automatically. Simple, huh?

Maybe you need to invoice using Euros, or
American Currency, or any of the
currencies of the world. No matter which
one you need, with SIMMS2Go, you can
bill it. You can thank us later ;-)
Sales Invoicing

Sales Orders

Congratulations on your sale, now let
SIMMS2Go take it from here! You can
complete your invoice quickly on-the-fly,
convert ongoing sales orders, or approved
quotes, or move projects into invoices with
one keystroke. SIMMS2Go makes
customer sales easy and fun. Besides:
shouldn’t making money be fun and
exciting?

Wow! Suddenly a mega order occurs that
may take some time to complete. No
problem – SIMMS2Go lets you just enter
the information in the sales order to then
invoice against the sales order as you fulfill
it in stages. You’re free to focus on making
money instead of on paperwork.
Feeling the fun yet?

Sales Quotes / Estimates

Sales Taxes

Creating professional-looking estimates is a
breeze with SIMMS2Go. Even easier is to
convert an approved estimate to a sales
order or invoice – one mouse click is all it
takes – TA-DA!.

Need to add sales taxes to your invoices?
No sweat. SIMMS2Go supports multiple
sales taxes so just set 'em up and
SIMMS2Go will do the work in making the
reporting and remitting a snap!.

Send Emails or Print

Transaction Report Customization

Maybe your clients prefer that you email
your invoices or maybe they like getting
their bills the old fashioned way by mail.
With SIMMS2Go, you can do both. With
one click, you can email and know if and
when your customer has viewed your
invoice; with another click you can print
your client's invoice.

Add your logo, and select your invoice,
quote, or sales order template – then
generate professional-looking invoices with
ease.
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Transaction Dashboard
Gain a snapshot view of your most recent
sales transactions, easy-to-understand sales
graphs and charts for the previous year as
well as a “hot list” of pending activities so
you can never miss an important sales
meeting ever again!
Online Purchases / Expense Management
Take control of your expenses, generate purchases effortlessly from anywhere, and easily
produce purchase orders and process your receipts of goods in mere seconds. The time
you save lets you spend more time with family and friends instead of being trapped with a
pile of time-consuming paperwork.
Purchase Orders

Receipt of Goods

Now your company is growing and you
wish to track your vendor orders. With
SIMMS2Go, this task is quite simple. Just
enter the item information you wish to
order then save and print or email it directly
to your vendor. The system automatically
totals the purchase orders and calculates
taxes allowing you to save energy,
paperwork and time, energy and paperwork
while helping you to do your part in saving
a forest of trees.

Receiving shipments is painless with
SIMMS2Go. Just select the purchase order
you’re receiving against and verify the line
items. That’s it, you’re done. Receiving
goods doesn’t need to be hard, does it?

Vendor Management
From one easy-to-understand screen you
can see your entire vendor history,
documents attached to their purchase
transactions, special vendor notes,
balances, and credits on file. You can also
manage and schedule tasks and activities
for both you and your vendors. Vendor
management is supposed to be this easy.
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Time Tracking & Projects
Time, as they say, is money, and SIMMS2Go will help you keep track of both these
valuable commodities. From time tracking of project management to attendance and time
– all from anywhere in the world you happen to be.
Generate Invoices

Project Manager

Invoice for any of your projects with a
click, or choose only those that are ready to
go. And then you can get back to work: ah,
to be busy...

Create projects, assign tasks to staff, track
materials used and time, bill in stages...and
watch your revenue grow. Then
relax...knowing that you will always have
your finger on the pulse of your business
projects at anytime from anywhere.

Project Management Timer

Team timesheets

Log your Time & Attendance clock using
ins-and-outs to active projects enabling you
to never lose a single billable minute. When
it's ultimately time to send the bill, you can
pull that tracked time immediately into the
invoice from the project. So easy. So good.
So simple.

Are you working on a project with multiple
collaborators? Brilliant! Everyone can track
their time with team timesheets, so you'll
always know how much time is being used
– and how.

Time & Attendance

Track Unbilled Time

Managing your staff doesn’t have to be
tough. SIMMS2Go offers simple Clock In
and Out with the added ability to track
where employees clock in and they can
enter additional comments related to each
activity, thus minimizing compliance risks
by tracking and enforcing complex
compliance requirements. Did we mention
it’s easy to use? Even the most
technologically illiterate person can employ
this feature.

Suppose you've spent some time on a
project and you’ve yet to bill for it, but you
want to see how much your estimated bill
will be (when the time comes). From your
reports, you can see just how much that
will be. (Sometimes stuff like that can be
ever-so- motivating, don't you think?)

Item / Warehouse Management
SIMMS2Go makes easy and smooth the complex process of inventory administration and
surpasses every other stock software with its versatility and comprehensive approach to
inventory coordination, which at its core is entirely about details.
By selecting SIMMS2Go, stock is already your most priceless asset and you are
obviously serious about its accuracy and protection – as well as your goal to convert it
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into profit. SIMMS2Go is your perfect companion both now and in the future.
Apparel Item Matrix (color/size/style)

Expiration Date Tracking

You can assign your apparel items a
different cost and price for every style,
color and size combination. This enables
SIMMS2Go the power to reflect the
appropriate cost and price for each item
with its related style, size and color
combination within your purchasing and
sales documents.
In today’s apparel market, retailers and
consumers aim for lower prices, higher
quality and quicker delivery. SIMMS2Go,
most simply, makes you look good to
customers and vendors alike.

An Expiration Date Tracking system that
provides robust and comprehensive lot
management, purchasing, and tracking is
worth its weight in gold – usually your
gold.

Item Categories

Item Disassembly

One of the crucial steps to getting the most
out of your stock management software is
to properly assign useful and practical
categories to each inventory item. Few
retailers use categories and subcategories
properly, and this is an absolutely essential
step to getting the most from your stock
management software.

This unique module lets you take any
inventory item and disassemble it for parts.
You can then track which parts have been
removed from the initial item, what the
costs were and instantly review the new
depreciated value of the original item.

The tracking of foods or beverages,
consumer packaged goods, chemicals, or
pharmaceuticals will, in some ways,
become important to many industries. The
tracking and online visibility of the shelf
lives and associated expiration dates of
inventory will enable marketing and sales
personnel to proactively move these
products before their expiration. With
SIMMS2Go there is no more crying over
spoiled milk.

When done correctly, the categorizing of
your merchandise will provide you with
powerful data that empowers you to
manage your business with effectiveness
and accuracy.

For example, let’s say you want to sell an
electric cooling fan for $100.00 from a
$12,000 motor that you have sitting on the
shelf. You take that fan out and sell it.
Meanwhile, the original motor is now
worth $11,900 in your inventory and you
can drill down and see what was removed,
when it was removed, and what the value
of the item was.

Item Management

Item transfers

Easy-to-master Item Management software
may seem impossible but with SIMMS2Go
you have a powerful and seamless stock

SIMMS2Go gives you the degree of control
to transfer inventory items from one
location to another with a smooth-and-easy
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management system that is both simple to
transaction interface, moving as many
use, accurate and contains dynamic features items from as many places (and to as many
like tracking where your specific items are locations) as you wish at any given time.
at any given time, lot control,
location/warehouse management and serial
number management. All of this works in
combination with the flexibility of working
on a data collector, iPad, tablet, or wireless
laptop anywhere around your warehouse,
giving you increased efficiency and speed.
Location Management

Lot Number Management

Establish as many Item Locations as you
want at any time, giving you tracking
control and management accuracy over the
movements of tools, equipment and
inventory from location to location – even
to such locations as variable as supply vans
or a single employee’s car.

Lot Tracking of stock items is a vital
requirement for many businesses.
SIMMS2Go gives you this capability for
both stocked parts or parts issued already to
customers (which is useful for warranties
and recall tracking). Traceability by lot
gives you data on where the items were
used from the moment of receipt through
every single stage of production. You can
designate a list of attributes that can be
collected and tracked for each lot, allowing
you to monitor each lot’s history within the
system with complete accuracy.

Materials Requisition

Physical Counts / Stock Adjustments

If you have more than one company or
department then you know the stress
involved in sharing and moving inventory
from one to another. SIMMS2Go makes
this task simple and seamless, by enabling
you to process a Materials Requisition from
one company and filling it from another
company with a keystroke. You can
automatically generate the accounting audit
trail required to show the movement of the
items from one company to the other. A big
shout out to SIMMS2Go as, once again, a
complicated process has been made EASY.

Conduct and fine tune your physical
inventory counts with its numerous Stock
Count features. The flexibility of working
on a data collector, iPad, tablet, or other
around your warehouse will help your
stock-counters gain efficiency and speed by
scanning barcodes on the spot, instead of
hand-writing quantity details on a
clipboard. SIMMS2Go will compare its
quantities with the details from your entry
to determine the variance (if any). You can
also review all discrepancies before you
finalize the Stock Count to decide if a recount is necessary.
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Serial Number Management

Stock View

The Serial Number Tracking in
SIMMS2Go combines a limitless
combination of serial numbers from the
moment they enter inventory, through the
time they are sold from the system – all the
while retaining the complete
manufacturer’s/distributors’ histories –
while creating a permanent record.
Warehouse personnel retain access in
SIMMS2Go to a comprehensive virtual
catalog of historical data.

At any given time, from anywhere in the
world, you can view your current inventory
status, what items you have in stock and
where you have them. This information
gives you the advantage while managing
your stock levels or while evaluating your
stock availability for that next big sale at
your client’s site.

Serial numbers serve as a flawless
identification standard unequalled by any
other positive tracking method.
Tool & Equipment Crib
When a tool is checked out from a manned Tool Crib using SIMMS2Go, for example,
the Tool Crib Manager must scan the badge of the employee that is requesting a tool and
then the tools and/or equipment is scanned, with serial numbers (if applicable).
Once the tool is handed out, the employee then becomes accountable for it. The time
spent using the tool is monitored through the tracking capabilities of our inventory control
software.
Each tool is managed and logged, and if there are missing items or items checked out for
an extended period, the tool tracking software reports what is missing, for how long, and
who is accountable.
With SIMMS2Go’s Tool Crib software you can optimize your business and never loose
track of your equipment or tools ever again.
Google Calendar integration
Not only do you have the ability to schedule tasks and events associating them to
customers or vendors but you also have the ability to connect your calendar with Google
calendar, assuring you never miss a meeting or event.
Maintenance Professional – Equipment / Automotive
SIMMS2Go’s Maintenance Pro feature helps managers, maintenance teams and
mechanics assign and schedule tasks. Easily track work performed and experience the
freedom of knowing you’re up to industry standards:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Experience less work disruptions due to emergency repairs on equipment, vehicles
and buildings
Improve progress from teams and technicians on completion of tasks and time spent
Approve scheduling and delivery of work to ensure uniform labor distribution
Make progress by recording problems and tracing solutions via logged history
Have an effect on cost control and savings, by avoiding last minute emergency
decisions
Enable managers to analyze and evaluate expenses in energy usage, labor and
maintenance

MANAGING MATERIALS
Tracking materials and items, such as spare parts, consumables and stock supplies, needs
to be organized and well managed. Tracking inventory becomes easy when automated
through SIMMS2Go’s Maintenance Pro feature. Companies save money and time with
the ability to stock just the right amount of inventory and assign inventory to any location
or team.
SCHEDULING
Use the Maintenance schedule feature to schedule preventive maintenance in advance.
This is particularly important for recurring work and sending reminders to the right
people. Scheduled maintenance planning helps teams with distribution of workload and
guarantees that tasks are not forgotten.
WORK-REQUESTS
Maintenance teams often have to take external work-request from people outside the
organization or department. This can be a request from an assembly line operator, or a
tenant who is requesting heating system repairs. Maintenance Pro connects various
channels of contact into a central place, recording requests and tracking completion.
WORK-ORDERS
Manage the complete cycle of maintenance in one software package. From identifying the
repairs needed, followed by placing the order, then assigning task to specific teams or
technician. Finally marking the work-order as complete, before concluding the cycle by
notifying appropriate individuals.
RECORD HISTORY
The lifespan of a facility, structure, or a piece of equipment can reach beyond 30 years.
This involves managing and documenting maintenance over a long history of repairs.
Proper documentation and recording can help teams avoid mistakes and save companies
money in the long run. Technicians also save time by relying on past records to solve
problems.
AUDIT AND CERTIFICATION
When it comes to audits, government regulations and inspections, you’ll sleep better
knowing that every task and maintenance request is recorded and stored safely in the
cloud. This makes for ease of application for certification and the prevention of
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unwarranted legal action. By using an automated, safe and secure maintenance
management system, you are in control of the smooth and safe operation of your business.
INDUSTRIES WHO BENEFIT FROM MAINTENANCE PRO?
All industries need some kind of maintenance. Some rely heavily on maintenance to
perform services, while others have very little equipment they need to monitor.
Maintenance Pro helps industries like production companies, facility and building
investors, fleet and vehicle companies, and organizations that manage roadways and
public structures:
• PRODUCTION: machines, assembly lines, forklifts and heavy equipment
• WAREHOUSES AND BUILDINGS: apartments, government facilities,
leased buildings and warehouses
• FLEET VEHICLES: transportation vehicles, delivery vehicles, service
vehicles, ships and long haul trucks
• LINEAR ASSETS: roads, rails, pipelines, and electricity transmission lines
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